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Abstract. Cloud computing is a new paradigm for emerging technology in the computing and 
IT industries. Cloud computing offers a new pathway for business agility and supports a faster 

time to market by offering ready-to-consume cloud-based IT services. SMEs can wisely take 
advantage of the cloud computing services, without the need for upfront costs. The perception 
of cloud computing from an SME stance is explored. The potential and concerns surrounding 
the adoption of cloud computing are discussed. A survey of SMEs conducted in the UK by the 
authors shows SMEs interests in exploiting the cloud computing services, but there are still 
some concerns with regards to security and vendor lock-in. This could have affected the speed 
of cloud computing being adopted.  
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1 Introduction 

The dynamic force in the contemporary business market is rapidly eroding 
competitiveness, thereby causing products and skills to become obsolete [1]. 

Organisations are under pressure to find and implement new strategic ideas at an even 

faster pace to gain the competitive edge over their rivals within the global market. In 

order to increase competitiveness, organisations need to rationalise output to reduce 

costs, enhance process innovation and incorporate new technologies. Organisations in 

search of this competitive edge are continually putting pressure on their IT 

departments to provide new solutions that are deemed to be more flexible, efficient 

and cost-effective, enabling even faster time to market. This process is often referred 

to as realising “business agility”. A flexible IT infrastructure can remove some of the 

barriers to global competition and allow smaller businesses to be efficient, 

competitive and also provide a degree of flexibility. Cloud computing has the 
potential to play a major role in addressing inefficiencies and make a fundamental 

contribution to the growth and competitiveness of organisations.   

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) play a vital role in the European 

economy by fostering competitiveness and employment. SMEs are often confronted 

with difficulties in obtaining capital for the early start-up phases due to their small 

size [2] which may restrict their access to new technologies or innovations. By 

adopting cloud computing service models, SMEs will be able to avoid large up-front 

costs on IT resources for their production needs and business model of innovation. 
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Much of the research on cloud computing has concentrated on two broad issues: i) 

business agility and ii) catalysts for more innovation. However, difficulties still exist 

in deciding on the approach for implementing cloud computing service offerings for 

SMEs. To assist SMEs to adopt cloud computing services, this study aims to answer 

the research question: “How do SMEs perceive ‘Cloud Computing’?”. The findings 

of this research are expected to assist smaller companies in their adoption of cloud 
computing services; they may also inform service providers with respect to end-users’ 

concerns. A survey of SMEs was conducted to explore the views and concerns they 

had for the adoption of cloud computing and results analysed (see section 3). This is 

followed by some discussion on how to rectify the shortcomings and concerns, 

particularly in the areas of security and vendor lock-in.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the concept of cloud 

computing in a wider context. Section 3 presents a survey that explored the views and 

concerns of cloud computing services. Section 4 discusses the main issues hindering 

cloud computing adoption. The conclusions drawn from the research and survey 

analysis are presented in Section 5. 

2 The Concept of Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing is an all-embracing and rapidly evolving concept; hence the 

understanding of cloud computing by SMEs can assist in their approaches for cloud 

computing services utilisation [3]. The idea behind cloud computing is based on a set 

of many pre-existing and well researched concepts such as distributed and grid 
computing and virtualization. Although many of the concepts do not appear to be 

new, the real innovation of cloud computing lies in the way it provides computing 

services to customers [4]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

has provided a commonly agreed definition of cloud computing that is  “a model for 

enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction” [5].  

However, organisations and enterprises are often being confronted by conflicting 

and exaggerated claims of how cloud computing will dramatically transform their 

industries. Therefore, it should be mentioned that the marketing hype and meagre 

analyses from many vendors, IT analysts and users have an impact on the obscurity of 
the cloud capability and incumbent issues. Nevertheless according to the survey 

conducted in this paper (see section 3), just over half of the surveyed SMEs (51.5%) 

claimed to know what cloud computing is, whereas 25.1% were not sure about its 

term and 23.4% have no knowledge about it. A survey conducted by ACCA [6] also 

paints a similar picture with just over 50% of respondents saying that SMEs have very 

limited or no understanding of cloud computing. 

In spite of the ambiguity of understanding of the cloud computing concept, 

industry research giants including Gartner, Forrester and other industry research 

analysts predicted that a substantial number of the world’s top enterprises would have 

migrated their IT needs to the cloud offerings by 2011 [7]. Moreover, a recent study 
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conducted by Craig shows that there is an increase of 14% of SMEs in understanding 

cloud computing [8].   

3 Cloud Computing From SMEs Perspective (the survey) 

The survey attempted to explore the requirements of SMEs and their concerns in 

respect of cloud computing services. The study investigated the driving factors that 

encouraged SMEs to move to cloud computing services or hindering their adoption. 

The methodology employed was based on a quantitative online survey questionnaire 

approach. The target population consisted of SMEs situated within the United 

Kingdom. Participants varied between IT decision-makers and managers within their 
respective business enterprise. The group incorporated participants from organisations 

of different sizes and from diverse industry sectors.  300 SMEs were invited to 

participate in the survey. A total of 169 SMEs responded by completing the 

questionnaire. This gives a satisfactory response rate of 56% for this type of survey 

where response rates below 15% become questionable [9]. Table 1 provides a socio-

demographic profile of the organisations and participates in the survey. The sample 

was slightly dominated by SMEs sized between 51 to 250 employees.  

 
Table 1 – Socio-Demographic Profile of Participant Organisation 

 

Organisation Size Percentage 

1 – 24 20.5% 

25 – 50 19.3% 

51 – 250 41.0% 

More than 250 19.3% 

Total: 100% 

Organization Sector Percentage 

Manufacturing and industrial market 15.6% 

Financial services 3.0% 

Public sector & healthcare 11.6% 

Business sector 22.3% 

ICT services 15.0% 

Trading sector 7.8% 

Other 24.7% 

Total: 100% 

 

3.1  Why Should SMEs Adopt Cloud Computing Services?  

Cloud computing offers a new pathway to business agility and supports a faster time 

to market by offering ready-to-consume cloud enabled resources such as IT 

infrastructure as a service, software platforms, and business applications. These 

services can all be accessed on-demand and provide support to new business 

requirement far faster than acquiring, installing, configuring and operating IT 

resources in house [10]. Clearly, this is an attractive proposition to the organisations 
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where upfront spending for Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is an 

issue, especially SMEs.  

Business agility is the key to commercial success and the current economic 

downturn has heightened its importance for SMEs. To survive, SMEs need to 

decrease time-to-market. Therefore, if “the cloud” is used appropriately within an 

overall IT strategy, it can provide a real competitive advantage, improve business 
performance and control the cost of IT resources for the organisation [11]. Cloud 

computing can also provide the IT resources required for a scalable business growth. 

The cloud is capable of providing a degree of flexibility for IT resources which would 

allow organisations to adapt to changing demands of their business needs. In addition, 

the cloud comes with high speed of implementation and ease of upgrading. Cloud 

services would also eliminate the need for expensive equipments to be located at the 

company’s site. Furthermore, cloud computing can enable SMEs to focus on 

innovation and creation of new business, thereby enhancing productivity without 

requiring frequent updates of IT resources, servers and software licenses.  

In order to observe the motivations of SMEs for adopting cloud-based services, 

the survey raised the question of “what were the reasons behind using cloud 

computing”.  Figure 1 shows the analysis of the reasons that the SMEs provided.

Fig. 1: Drivers for Cloud Computing Adoption by UK SMEs. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1, cost reduction (45.5%), mobility and convenience in 

accessing applications (44.9%) appear to be the key reasons behind SMEs adopting 

cloud computing services. This signifies that SMEs find cloud computing a strategic 

idea for reducing the cost of IT infrastructures and operation. In agreement with this 
finding, a recent study conducted by Craig [8] concluded that cost reduction is still the 

top priority for SMEs. The ability for cloud users gaining convenient access from 

anywhere and at any time were also found to be a key reason for adopting cloud 

computing. This indicates that SMEs are interested in access to applications and data 

from anywhere, on-demand, through cloud computing. Therefore, the cloud is 
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remarkably an ideal IT solution for businesses whose employees require on-demand 

remote access to tools and data.  

SMEs find ubiquity and flexibility in the cloud fascinating too (38.9%). This 

indicates the need for innovative solutions that would enable SMEs to gain the 

competitive advantage over their rivals. Increasing computing capacity and providing 

greater IT efficiency were also found to be important reasons for using Cloud 
computing services (32.9%) and (31.7%) respectively.  

 

3.2  Concerns for Adopting Cloud Computing 

Despite the enormous advantages that the cloud can offer, cloud computing adoption 

has been at a slower rate from what had been expected [12]. In order to determine 

which issues mostly affect the adoption of cloud computing, the study further 
explored SMEs’ concerns of cloud-based services. Figure 2 illustrates issues raised by 

participants hindering the cloud computing adoption rate. Security and vender lock-in 

were raised by SMEs as their major concerns. Moreover, SMEs have also shown 

concern of other aspects regarding the adoption of cloud computing. These concerns 

were not found as significant as security and vender lock-in; therefore they are not 

included in the discussion.  

Figure 2 shows that 54.6% (the second largest percentage response to any question 

asked in the research) of the surveyed SMEs indicated data protection and privacy as 

the number one reason for not considering cloud-based IT as a service. In contrast to 

the traditional provision of onsite IT resources, the multi-tenant nature of cloud 

computing usually raises the question in respect of privacy, confidentiality and data 
integrity. Cloud computing presents its own set of security issues coupled with the 

risk and threats inherent in traditional IT computing. The fact that consumers can tap 

into cloud services using Web browsers, shows the benefits of mobility and 

convenience on the one hand, but on the other, it has raised issues concerning data 

privacy and security 

Moreover, about half of the surveyed SMEs consider vender lock-in as a major 

concern for adopting cloud computing. Cloud computing users are concerned about 

losing control of their data that could be locked-in by a cloud provider. Although the 

cloud providers implement up-to-time and a secure IT infrastructure; consumers 

continue suffering from the loss of control and lack of trust problems [13]. To further 

substantiate on this matter in agreement with StarUK [14], “for many people, the 

issue is one of control: many IT managers believe that if something is not under their 
direct oversight, then they cannot know if it is secure until it has been compromised: 

which is sometimes the hallmark of a put upon, reactive, service-based culture”. The 

subsequent section provides further considerations with respect to these key issues. 
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Fig. 2: Barriers to Cloud Computing Adoption in UK

4. Discussion of the Main Issues  

4.1 Security and Data Privacy  

Security and data privacy are often presented as the key risks when outsourcing IT 

services that may include critical data. These risks have made data privacy and 

security the main issues delaying cloud computing adoption [15]. The fact that before 

data can get into the cloud, it has to progress outside a company’s firewall via an 

access network and can be prone to attacks. For example, the most common way of 

accessing the cloud is through a web browser. Therefore, cloud services may share 

much vulnerability as any website, such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting (XSS) 

[16]. The cloud also relies on virtual machines (VMs), which mean any compromises 

in the set up of the software used could cause unauthorised access to sensitive data. 
Normally, cloud computing providers have multiple data centres at different 

geographical locations in order to optimally serve consumers’ needs around the 

world. In most cloud service scenarios, consumers have no idea of where there data is 

stored. Therefore, legal and regulatory issues arise which require careful 

consideration because the physical location of data centres determines the set of laws 

that can govern the management of data.  
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Cloud computing comprises of different deployment models, nevertheless each 

service comes with its own security issues. Thus, to guarantee the security of 

corporate data in the cloud is difficult, if not impossible [17]. In Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) model, for example, the security responsibility of the underlying 

infrastructure and abstraction layers belong to the cloud service provider, while the 

remainder of the stack is the consumer’s responsibility. Organisations, before moving 
applications outside their corporate firewalls, should be aware of the data intrusion 

risks associated with such an environment. IaaS cloud models are prone to attacks like 

XML Signature Element Wrapping [18] – this is a well-known attack on protocols 

using XML Signature such as SOAP (that stands for Simple Object Access Protocol) 

messages. These protocols are used to provide authentication for messaging through 

the web.  

With Platform as a Service (PaaS) model, the security of the platform used for 

development is the service provider’s responsibility, but the security of the 

applications developed is the responsibility of the consumers. Concerns about cloud 

service integrity and binding issues with PaaS’ cloud models should be given further 

consideration. PaaS models are prone to cloud malware injection attacks and metadata 

spoofing attack as described by Jensen [19].  
In Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, the service provider is responsible for, not 

only providing physical and environmental security capabilities, but also addresses 

the security control on the infrastructure, applications and data. According to a 

Forrester research, security concerns are the most commonly cited reason why 

enterprises are not interested in SaaS [20]. A major concern of SaaS is unauthorised 

access due to data being transferred to a remote server thought the internet. This 

might allow adversaries to obtain passwords, inspect data, and modify or damage the 

data. This would be more harmful in case of unauthorised access to sensitive 

information such as payments details and information on human resources. Denial of 

service attacks and network failure present the availability concern of SaaS.  

There are a number the security measures which can be developed and 
implemented to tackle the above security issues. For example, implementing a robust 

authentication mechanism, encrypted protocols, secure backup applications and 

secure physical resources could improve security. Access control can be enhanced by 

incorporating security measures to the network layers. Web Services Security (WSS) 

is a security technique that can be incorporated to SOAP messages to assure the 

integrity and confidentiality by signing and encrypting their context [21]. The 

confidentiality and integrity can also be improved by incorporating cryptographic 

protocols  such as (TLS) Transport Layer Security, and (SSL) Secure Socket Layer to 

the transport layer. Moreover, it is highly recommended that cloud providers protect 

the integrity of consumers’ data by complying with relevant standards including 

Payment Card Industry – Data Security Standards [22]. In [23] it is also 

recommended to adopt the standards for identifying and accessing management such 
as SPML, SAML, OAuth, and XACML. These standards could increase the security 

of the identity federation among different cloud platforms. Securing the VMs is 

critically important to avoid unauthorised access, so it is vital to consider security 

practices that may include enabling perimeter defence on VMs. Other security 

practises maybe considered such as implementing file integrity checks and 

maintaining backups. On the other hand, SMEs should ensure the security aspects of 
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their side that include firewall configurations, reliable and high bandwidth internet 

connections, and upgrading their software. 

 

4.2 Vendor Lock-In 

The lack of standards in cloud computing may raise interoperability and 

manageability issues inside and between cloud providers, with possible economic 

impacts. Interoperability is concerned with the migration and integration of 

applications and data between different vendor’s clouds. Whereas standardisation 

strives to support applications by different service vendors to interoperate with one 

another, exchange traffic and cooperatively interact with data, as well as protocols, for 

joint coordination and control [24].  

In the absence of standardisation, SMEs willing to outsource and combine the 
range of services from different cloud providers to achieve maximum efficiency, will 

experience difficulty when trying to get their in-house (legacy) systems to interact 

with the cloud providers system. Likewise, the lack of standardization may also bring 

disadvantages, when migration, integration, or exchanges of resources are required. 

The main negative aspect is the necessity of factoring applications to comply with 

other cloud Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which can possibly lead to 

higher costs, delays and risks, thus opposing agility, efficiency, and low costs [25]. In 

the aforementioned, reconfiguration of systems and applications to achieve 

interoperability are time consuming and thus, require a considerable amount of 

expertise, which could be challenging for SMEs. Further, interoperability and 

portability will give rise to standard reusability, which in turn will lead to faster cloud 
deployment [26]. 

5 Conclusion 

The concept of cloud computing was briefly discussed. A survey of 300 SMEs 
showed their motivations and concerns for adopting cloud computing services. The 

results of the survey show that SMEs are highly interested in cloud computing 

enabling them to reduce costs, improve accessibility, flexibility and scalability. These 

benefits are seen by SMEs as key driving factors in adopting cloud computing 

services. However, the rapid increase in corporate data, placed in the cloud, has raised 

issues concerning security, vendor lock-in, and complications with data privacy and 

data protection. Consequently, this resulted in the slow growth of cloud computing 

adoption.   

In order to convince more SMEs to migrate their systems to the cloud, these issues 

need to be addressed. The privacy challenge for cloud-based software architects, 

demands the design of a service were security risks are reduced, whilst ensuring legal 

compliance. In other words, safety of data should be placed at the front and in the 
centre of the design process of any cloud service. Security can be enhanced by 

developing existing security measures such as perimeter defence on VMs, data 

encryption, backups, incorporating cryptographic protocols  such as TLS, SSL, and 

WSS. Furthermore, implementing a standardised framework for cloud services will 
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support seamless cloud service integration between different vendor platforms. This 

would allow cloud users to switch from one provider to another. 

Cloud computing is still a new technological venture for SMEs, but it takes good 

business sense and appropriate steps to fully reap its benefits. Whenever security, data 

privacy, interpretability, and portability standards ameliorate, cloud computing 

adoption will proliferate.  
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